
Mobile devices are highly instrumental in the digital life style of businesses. With the increased use of mobile services, 
businesses are required to apply an effective range of intelligent controls, including managing usage for extensive sets 
of usage plans. These controls are implemented to eliminate bill shock and gain better usage alignment for saving 
capital expenses. COMMUNITAKE provides a smart approach to usage management, giving businesses comprehensive 
near real-time usage control.

CAPABILITIES 

USAGE PLANS BUILDER  
COMMUNITAKE features a highly-configurable usage plans builder for creating diverse plans. 

Usage plans contain data, voice minutes and messages – both local and roaming. For each 

parameter, you can define an unlimited usage or a threshold and the usage level for which an 

alert will be triggered.

CENTRALIZED MONITORING  
COMMUNITAKE monitors the communications usage by the device-based counters. There is no 

dependency on integration with external billing systems. Usage is accumulated for every device 

by flexible enforcement time points, allowing real – time control.  

DYNAMIC ALERTS  
COMMUNITAKE enables you to define alerts on exceeded usage to meet the need for 

controlled usage. You can define the alerts recipients, the alerts text, the alerts initiation time 

and the duration of the alerts publication. 

USAGE TRANSPARENCY  
COMMUNITAKE provides usage transparency by device, communication type and usage level. It governs 

usage without interfering with the ongoing work of the device holder. 

USAGE CONTROL

MOBILE CARE EVERYWHERE
REMARKABLE MOBILITY
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VALUE 

TECHNOLOGY
 COMMUNITAKE Supports Android (2.3+), iOS (5.0+) 

   (features vary by operating system).

 Seamless integration with Active Directory 

   and ActiveSync email servers.

 Cloud based solution or on-premises deployment  

   along with White-label branding. 

 Multi-tenant, highly scalable and 

   redundant architecture.

WHAT MAKES IT REMARKABLE?

COMMUNITAKE delivers a comprehensive Mobility platform that unifies robust multi-channel support with highly secure device, 

smart Enterprise Mobility Management, and core Android Internet of Things. The CommuniTake solutions suite (1) turns support 

to be the hallmark of a successful service provider; (2) manages mobile resources, processes and security to effectively operate 

business mobility; (3) enables complete wiretapping protection for mobile devices; (4) and facilitates seamless performance 

for connected Android machines. CommuniTake proven success features superior technology; advanced functionality; flexible 

delivery methods; and white label models. CommuniTake products are deployed by foremost operators and businesses worldwide.

Stand-alone controller
Easy to define process

Governs without interference 

Real time monitoring 

1 Eliminates redundant usage and saves on expenditures via a granular usage control

Improves telecom procurement by tracking and correlating usage with device holders 

Measures and governs a wide variety of usage plans via an easy to define mechanism
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